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The changes in electronic structures generating large dipole derivatives for the CC stretches in charged
conjugated (π-electron) hydrocarbon species are analyzed theoretically by deriving a relation between dipole
derivatives and electric-field-induced changes in bond orders and by constructing a simple model Hamiltonian.
The model Hamiltonian consists of the diagonal term representing the electric-field dependence of the energy
on each site (carbon atom) and the off-diagonal term taken from the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model. It is
shown that the dipole derivatives calculated with the model Hamiltonian are in reasonable agreement with
those obtained at the B3LYP/6-311G* level of density functional theory. It is concluded that the model
Hamiltonian adequately describes the mechanisms that determine the signs and magnitudes of the dipole
derivatives of the CC stretches in charged conjugated hydrocarbon species. For neutral species, the dipole
derivatives of all the CC stretches are calculated to be zero by the model Hamiltonian. This is a consequence
of the pairing theorem that holds for the molecular orbitals of the model Hamiltonian for alternant hydrocarbons
and is consistent with the experimental results that the IR intensities are weak in the fingerprint region for
neutral species. As examples of the application of the present approach, detailed analyses of the changes in
the electronic structures generating dipole derivatives of the CC stretches are carried out for the radical cations
of naphthalene, pentacene, biphenyl, perylene, and biphenylene, as well as for some related species.

1. Introduction

A noticeable feature in the infrared (IR) spectra of charged
conjugatedπ-electron systems is that some bands in the
fingerprint region (generally ranging from 1700 to 1000-900
cm-1) have strong IR intensities.1-13 In many cases, these IR
bands are stronger by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude than the
corresponding bands of the neutral species.3,12,13To understand
this spectral feature, it is essential to characterize the vibrational
patterns of the strongly IR-active modes and to clarify the
mechanism that gives rise to the strong IR intensities.

In the case of charged linear polyenes and other related
molecules, strong IR bands are induced by the vibrations along
the bond-alternation coordinate,3 in which adjacent CC bonds
in a conjugated chain stretch and contract alternately. The
mechanism giving rise to these strong IR bands may be most
easily understood by considering two valence-bond resonance
structures, in which an electric charge resides on either end of
the conjugated chain. The locations of the electronic charge and
the bond-alternation pattern in one of the resonance structures
are opposite from those in the other. As a consequence, adjacent
CC bonds stretch and contract alternately, and the electric charge
moves from one end of the conjugated chain to the other, upon
the transition between the two resonance structures. In other
words, the electric charge moves through the conjugated chain
by the vibration along the bond-alternation coordinate. This type
of electron-vibration interaction may be formulated by using a
two-state model Hamiltonian,14,15 in which one vibrational
degree of freedom (along the bond-alternation coordinate), two
diabatic electronic states (corresponding to two valence-bond
resonance structures), and the coupling between the two states

are considered. However, in the cases of molecules with an
intricate network of chemical bonds, a more general theoretical
formulation is needed, since the vibrational patterns of the
strongly IR-active modes cannot be anticipated from the
molecular structures alone.

The radical ions of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
belong to such difficult cases. In a previous study,16 the
vibrational motions responsible for strong IR intensities (called
the intensity-carrying modes) have been analyzed for the radical
cations of PAHs by calculating the dipole derivatives with a
density functional method and employing the doorway-state
formalism.17 It has been shown16 that the CC stretches (rather
than the CH bends) are mainly responsible for the strong IR
intensities, and the vibrational patterns of the intensity-carrying
modes and the directions of the dipole derivatives induced by
them are closely related to the electronic structures, especially
the phase relationship of the singly occupied molecular orbital
(SOMO). This result suggests that a simple model, which takes
only π electrons into account, may give good estimates of the
dipole derivatives of these molecules, and that the relation
between vibrational motions and the dipole derivatives induced
by them may be examined with the model. Development of
such a model will be useful for gaining a deep insight into the
nature of the electron-vibration interactions in charged conju-
gated π-electron systems and their role in generating IR
intensities.

In the present study, we first show the relation between dipole
derivatives and electric-field-induced changes in bond orders.
A simple model Hamiltonian is then constructed by incorporat-
ing the electric field dependence of the energy on each site
(carbon atom) into the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model.18,19

It is demonstrated that good estimates of the signs and
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magnitudes of dipole derivatives are obtained by such a simple
model for the CC stretches in many charged conjugated
hydrocarbon species.20 The changes in electronic structures
generating large dipole derivatives are analyzed. It is shown
that the result of the present analysis rationalizes the concept
of long-range and short-range charge fluxes, which is introduced
in the previous study16 to explain the vibrational motions
responsible for strong IR intensities and the directions of the
dipole derivatives generated by those vibrations.

2. Theory

A. Relation between Dipole Derivatives and Electric-Field-
Induced Changes in Bond Orders.The dipole derivative with
respect to themth bond-stretching coordinate (Rm), denoted by
∂µk/∂Rm (k ) x, y, z), is related to a change in the potential
energy gradient induced by an electric field as21

whereV is the potential energy of a given molecule, andEk is
an electric field in thek () x, y, z) direction. An increase in the
value of∂V/∂Rm results in a decrease of the equilibrium bond
length, and hence an increase in theπ bond order (Im), of the
mth bond. It is therefore expected that-∂Im/∂Ek is closely related
to, and has the same sign as,∂µk/∂Rm.

We confine ourselves to the case of the CC stretches in
conjugatedπ-electron systems containing no heteroatoms. A
change in theπ bond order of a CC bond by 1 is expected to
induce a change in the equilibrium bond length by about 0.1
Å. This results in a change in the value of∂V/∂Rm by about 0.6
mdyn or 0.07 au (at the equilibrium structure of the molecule
unperturbed by the electric field), considering that a typical value
of the CC stretching force constant is about 6 mdyn Å-1.
Therefore, it is considered that 1 au of-∂Im/∂Ek corresponds
to 0.07 au or 0.35 D Å-1 of ∂µk/∂Rm.

In the present study, we use this relation to obtain estimates
of ∂µk/∂Rm from the values of-∂Im/∂Ek calculated by using the
model Hamiltonian described below.

B. Model Hamiltonian. The model Hamiltonian used in this
study is

in which the second term (the off-diagonal term) is expressed
as

whereaiσ
† is the creation operator of an electron of spinσ at

site i (i.e., the ith carbon atom),aiσ is the corresponding
annihilation operator,Fij is the length of the bond connecting
sitesi and j, Fref is the reference bond length (1.4 Å),t0 is the
reference value for the coupling constants between sites, andd
stands for the dependence of the coupling constants on the bond
lengths. The summation overi and j is taken for pairs of sites
i and j within a specified distance (1.6 Å), i.e., for those
connected by a chemical bond. This off-diagonal term is just
the model Hamiltonian used by Su, Schrieffer, and Heeger (the
SSH model)18,19 for discussing the electronic and vibrational
motions in polyacetylene. Onlyπ electrons are explicitly
considered in this Hamiltonian. The termd(Fij - Fref) is
introduced to consider the effects of the Peierls distortion or

the Jahn-Teller distortion on the electronic structures. Whend
) 0, Hod is reduced to the Hu¨ckel Hamiltonian ofπ-electron
systems. We assumet0 ) 2.5 eV andd ) 4.1 eV Å-1, which
are considered to be typical values of these quantities.18,19The
final results are not sensitive to the value ofd, provided that
the degeneracy of the orbitals related to the Peierls distortion
or the Jahn-Teller distortion is sufficiently lifted.

The SSH model Hamiltonian is extended, as given in eq 2,
by adding a diagonal term, which is expressed as

wherer i stands for the position of sitei, E is an electric field
(vector), ande is the elementary charge. Because of the existence
of this diagonal term, the electronic structure depends on the
electric field.

The molecular orbitals are calculated by solving this model
Hamiltonian. Theπ bond order of themth bond (which connects
sitesi and j) is expressed as

whereci,pσ is the coefficient of molecular orbitalp with spinσ
at sitei, andnpσ is the occupation number (0 or 1). In the present
study, the bond orders are calculated under finite electric field
((3 × 10-4 au) and differentiated numerically to obtain∂Im/
∂Ek.

C. Contribution of Changes in Electronic Structures to
Dipole Derivatives.The π bond order of themth bond given
in eq 5 is rewritten (by explicitly showing the electric field
dependence of the quantities) as

where |g(E)〉 is the electronic wave function of the ground
electronic state evaluated under finite electric fieldE. The
electric field dependence ofIm(E) originates from that of|g(E)〉
(and 〈g(E)|). To the first order inE, |g(E)〉 is expanded as

where |g0〉 is the unperturbed wave function of the ground
electronic state. From eqs 6 and 7, we obtain

where both sides are evaluated atE ) 0. In this paper, all the
electronic wave functions are taken to be real. Equation 8 is
then rewritten as

Considering that〈g0|δk〉 ) 0 is satisfied,|δk〉 may be expanded
by excited electronic configurations|νs〉 (numbered bys)
calculated atE ) 0. We obtain

∂µk

∂Rm
) - ∂

∂Ek

∂V
∂Rm

(1)

H ) Hd + Hod (2)

Hod ) ∑
i < j

(bonded)

∑
σ

[-t0 + d(Fij - Fref)] (aiσ
†ajσ + ajσ

†aiσ) (3)

Hd ) ∑
i,σ

er iEaiσ
†aiσ (4)

Im ) ∑
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npσ ci,pσ cj,pσ (5)

Im(E) ) 〈g(E)|∑
σ

ajσ
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∂Ek

) 〈g0|∑
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† aiσ|δk〉 + 〈δk|∑
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ajσ
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fk,sPij,s (10)
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where

represents the electric-field-induced mixing of excited electronic
configurations into the ground electronic state, and

is an element of the one-particle transition density matrix22

between|g0〉 and |νs〉.
Sinceaiσ

†ajσ + ajσ
†aiσ appearing in eq 12 is a one-electron

operator,Pij,s vanishes if|νs〉 is made by excitation of two or
more electrons from|g0〉. It is therefore concluded that only
the mixing of one-electron excited configurations contributes
to ∂Im/∂Ek, and hence to∂µk/∂Rm, within the framework of the
present theory. In eq 10,fk,s determines the magnitude of the
mixing of |νs〉, and Pij,s determines the relative signs and
magnitudes of the bond-order changes arising from the mixing.
The vibrational motions giving rise to large IR intensities may
be analyzed by inspecting the signs and magnitudes ofPij,s for
|νs〉 having large values offk,s.

3. Validity of the Model

To see the validity of the model presented in section 2, dipole
derivatives are calculated for the CC stretches in many charged
conjugated hydrocarbon species by using the model and are
compared with those calculated with a density functional
method. The calculations are carried out for the pentadienyl
cation, the heptatrienyl cation, and the radical cations of the
following species: benzene, linear polyacenes ranging from
naphthalene to heptacene, phenanthrene, chrysene, triphenylene,
biphenyl, biphenylene, and [3]phenylene. Since all these species
have no carbon atoms shared by three rings, it is feasible to
define a nonredundant set of internal coordinates in the same
way as in our previous studies13,23,24so that the dipole derivatives
in the Cartesian coordinate system obtained from density
functional calculations may be transformed to those in the
internal coordinate system. The density functional calculations
are carried out25 at the B3LYP (Becke’s three-parameter hybrid
method26 using the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional27)
level with the 6-311G* basis set,28 by using the Gaussian 94
program.29 As shown in refs 12 and 13, the IR spectra calculated
at the B3LYP level are in good agreement with the experimental
results for many PAH radical ions. It is therefore expected that
the calculations at the B3LYP level will provide sufficiently
reliable values of dipole derivatives, which can be regarded as
reference values to be compared with the dipole derivatives
calculated with the model Hamiltonian. In the present study,
the optimized structures obtained at the B3LYP/6-311G* level
are used as input in the calculations based on the model
Hamiltonian. However, the values of the dipole derivatives
calculated with the model Hamiltonian do not depend sensitively
on the structural parameters used.

The result is shown in Figure 1. It is seen that the dipole
derivatives calculated with the model Hamiltonian are in
reasonable agreement with those obtained at the B3LYP/6-
311G* level of density functional theory. This result indicates
that the model Hamiltonian adequately describes the mecha-
nisms that determine the signs and magnitudes of the dipole
derivatives of the CC stretches in charged conjugated hydro-

carbon species. It is also demonstrated that the relation between
∂µk/∂Rm and∂Im/∂Ek derived in section 2.A, expressed as∂µk/
∂Rm = -0.07 ∂Im/∂Ek in atomic units, is reasonable, although
the coefficient in this relation (-0.07) is only roughly estimated
as described in its derivation.

For the neutral molecules (in the ground electronic state)
corresponding to all of the above charged species, the dipole
derivatives of all the CC stretches are calculated to be zero with
the present model Hamiltonian. This is in accord with the results
obtained from experiments and from ab initio molecular orbital
and density functional calculations that the IR intensities of the
CC stretching bands are very weak in neutral species and are
significantly enhanced upon ionization.1-3,8-13

From these results, we conclude that the model Hamiltonian
may be used for detailed analyses of the nature of the electron-
vibration interactions that generate large dipole derivatives for
the CC stretches in charged conjugatedπ-electron systems.

4. Detailed Analyses of Some Illustrative Cases

In this section, we analyze the changes in electronic structures
that generate large dipole derivatives for some positively charged
conjugated hydrocarbon species as examples.

As shown in section 2.C, only the mixing of one-electron
excited configurations contributes to electric-field-induced
changes in bond orders, and hence to dipole derivatives. In
general, various one-electron excited configurations|νs〉 are
mixed into the wave function|g(E)〉 upon applying electric field
regardless of whether the molecule is neutral or charged. The
dipole derivatives calculated with the present model Hamiltonian
are zero for neutral species in the ground electronic state,
because the contribution of theRp f Rq excited configuration
(made by excitation of oneR electron from occupied orbitalp
to virtual orbitalq) is exactly canceled by that of theâN+1-q f
âN+1-p configuration, whereN is the number of sites (i.e., the
number of carbon atoms) in the molecule, and the contribution
of theâp f âq configuration is canceled by that of theRN+1-q

f RN+1-p configuration. This is a consequence of the pairing
theorem30 that holds for the molecular orbitals of the present
model Hamiltonian for alternant hydrocarbons. In the case of a
univalent radical cation withM R electrons andM - 1 â
electrons (whereM ) N/2), only the contributions of theâp f
âM and Rp f RM+1 configurations (referred to as the C-type
configurations hereafter) remain after cancellation, because there
is no longer aâ electron on theMth orbital. In the case of a
closed-shell cationic species made by ionization of a neutral

Figure 1. Comparison of the dipole derivatives of the CC stretches
calculated by using the model Hamiltonian (eqs 2-4) with those
calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G* level of density functional theory.
Calculations are carried out for many cationic species listed in the text.

fk,s ) 〈νs|δk〉

) ∂

∂Ek
〈νs|g(E)〉 (11)

Pij,s ) 〈g0|∑
σ

(aiσ
†ajσ + ajσ

†aiσ)|νs〉 (12)
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radical, the contributions of theRp f RS and âp f âS

configurations (whereS) (N + 1)/2) are left after cancellation.
In the following, the dipole derivatives generated by the

mixing of these types of excited electronic configurations are
analyzed in detail.

A. Naphthalene Radical Cation and Related Species.For
radical cations with highly symmetric structures, C-type con-
figurations that may be mixed into|g(E)〉 are limited in number
by symmetry. The lowest seven orbitals of the naphthalene
radical cation (withD2h symmetry) are shown on the left-hand
side of Figure 2a.31 The coordinate axes, together with the
numbering of atoms and rings, are shown in Figure 2b. It is
evident from the symmetry of each orbital that, among various
C-type configurations, only theâ3 f â5, R1 f R6, andR4 f
R6 configurations are mixed into|g(Ey)〉, and only theâ2 f â5

andR5 f R6 configurations are mixed into|g(Ez)〉. Sincefy,s is
small for theR1 f R6 configuration andPij,s is zero for all the
CC bonds for theR5 f R6 configuration, only the mixing of
theâ3 f â5, R4 f R6, andâ2 f â5 configurations are important
in generating dipole derivatives of the CC stretches in the
naphthalene radical cation. It may be said that these excited
configurations arethe intensity-generating configurations.

Quantitative estimates of the dipole derivatives generated by
the mixing of these intensity-generating configurations (equal
to -0.07fk,sPij,s), as well as the values offk,s, are shown in Table
1. The signs of the dipole derivatives are depicted in Figure
2a.

By the mixing of theâ3 f â5 configuration (with a positive
value offy,s), dipole derivatives in the+y direction are generated
for the stretching of the C1C2, C2C3, C4C5, and C5C6 bonds of
ring I and the C8C9 bond of ring II, and those in the-y direction
are generated for the stretching of the rest of the CC bonds
except the C1C6 bond. In other words, a large dipole derivative
in the+y direction is induced by a delocalized vibrational mode
consisting of the stretching of the C1C2, C2C3, C4C5, and C5C6

bonds and the contraction of the C3C4 bond in ring I and the
corresponding opposite-phase vibrations in ring II. The charge
flux induced by this delocalized vibrational mode is derived
from the change in the electronic structure occurring upon the
mixing of theâ3 f â5 configuration. From the forms of orbitals
3 and 5 shown in Figure 2a, it is clear that the population of
the unpaired electron shifts toward ring II by this mixing. As a
result, the electric charge goes back and forth between rings I
and II as the vibration proceeds in the delocalized vibrational
mode. The concept oflong-range charge fluxintroduced in ref
16 is therefore rationalized by this result.

By the mixing of theR4 f R6 configuration (with a positive
value offy,s), dipole derivatives in the+y direction are generated
for the stretching of the C1C2, C3C4, C5C6, C7C8, and C9C10

bonds, and those in the-y direction are generated for the
stretching of the rest of the CC bonds except the C1C6 bond, as
shown in Figure 2a. One may think that the dipole derivatives
generated by this mixing in the C9-C10-C1-C2-C3 part (and
in the symmetry related C8-C7-C6-C5-C4 part) are similar
to those of the pentadienyl cation15 in that the signs change
alternately along the chain. However, as shown in Figure 3b,
the signs of the dipole derivatives calculated for the latter are
totally opposite to those in the former. This is because the forms
of orbitals 4 and 6 in the C9-C10-C1-C2-C3 part of the
naphthalene radical cation are quite different from those of
orbitals 2 and 3 of the pentadienyl cation, which are the orbitals
involved in the intensity-generating configurations of this
species. By contrast, the dipole derivatives generated in the C10-
C1-C2 part (and in the symmetry related C7-C6-C5 part) of
the naphthalene radical cation are indeed similar to those of
the allyl cation shown in Figure 3a. In this case, the forms of
the orbitals involved in the intensity-generating configurations
are also similar.

Figure 2. (a) The forms of orbitals 1-7, the occupation ofR andâ
electrons in these orbitals, the electronic excitations involved in
intensity-generating configurations, and the signs of the dipole deriva-
tives generated by the mixing of these configurations calculated for
the naphthalene radical cation. (b) The coordinate axes and the
numbering of atoms and rings defined for this species.

TABLE 1: Contribution of the Mixing of Excited Electronic
Configurations to the Dipole DerivativesDµk/DRm (k ) y and
z, in Units of D Å-1) of the Naphthalene Radical Cation

∂µy/∂Rm ∂µz/∂Rm

coordinate total
â3 f â5

(38.7)a
R4 f R6

(13.5)
â2 f â5 ()total)

(18.8)

R1 (C1C2 stretch) 2.871 2.020 0.841 0.000
R2 (C2C3 stretch) 1.580 2.402 -0.823 1.649
R3 (C3C4 stretch) -0.229 -1.215 0.992 0.000
R4 (C1C6 stretch) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

a The value offk,s (eq 11) in atomic units.

Figure 3. The forms of orbitals 1-3, the occupation ofR and â
electrons in these orbitals, the electronic excitations involved in
intensity-generating configurations, and the signs of the dipole deriva-
tives generated by the mixing of these configurations calculated for
(a) the allyl cation and (b) the pentadienyl cation.
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To gain more insight into the signs of the dipole derivatives
generated by the mixing of theR4 f R6 configuration in the
naphthalene radical cation, dipole derivatives and changes in
electronic structures are examined for the benzene radical cation.
Since neutral benzene has a degenerate pair of highest occupied
molecular orbitals (HOMOs), there are two Jahn-Teller dis-
torted structures for the benzene radical cation, denoted by
structures A and B hereafter, depending on the HOMO of the
neutral from which an electron is removed. The molecular
orbitals calculated for these two structures (withD2h symmetry)
are shown on the left-hand side of parts a and b of Figure 4. As
discussed in ref 16, comparison of the forms of the SOMOs
suggests that structure A of the benzene radical cation may be
regarded as building blocks constituting the naphthalene radical
cation. We therefore discuss only the properties of structure A
in this context. The intensity-generating configurations and the
dipole derivatives generated by them are shown in Table 2 and
on the right-hand side of Figure 4a. The coordinate axes and
the numbering of atoms are shown in Figure 4c. It is seen that,
among various C-type configurations, only theR2 f R4

configuration is relevant to the dipole derivatives in the(y
direction (∂µy/∂Rm). Other C-type configurations are not mixed
into |g(Ey)〉 by symmetry.

By comparing the forms of the orbitals shown in Figure 2a
and in Figure 4a, it is noticed that the change in the electronic
structure induced in each ring of the naphthalene radical cation
by the mixing of theR4 f R6 configuration is very similar to

that induced in the benzene radical cation structure A by the
mixing of theR2 f R4 configuration. This similarity suggests
that charge flux is generated within each ring of the former in
the same way as in the latter. As shown in Figures 2a and 4a,
the signs of the dipole derivatives generated in each ring of the
former are also the same as those in the latter. The concept of
short-range charge fluxintroduced in ref 16 is therefore
rationalized by this result.

As shown in Table 1 and in Figure 2a, dipole derivatives in
the (z direction (∂µz/∂Rm) are generated in the naphthalene
radical cation by the mixing of theâ2 f â5 configuration. The
change in the electronic structure induced in each ring by this
mixing is similar to that induced by the mixing of theâ1 f â3

configuration in the benzene radical cation structure A, which
is shown in Figure 4a. In this respect,∂µz/∂Rm in the naphthalene
radical cation is also generated by the mechanism of short-range
charge flux.

The picture obtained above on the mechanisms that generate
large dipole derivatives in the naphthalene radical cation also
holds for the radical cations of longer linear polyacenes. We
take the case of the pentacene radical cation as an example.
Among various C-type configurations, only theâ10 f â11 and
R9 f R12 configurations are of primary importance in generating
dipole derivatives in the(y direction (∂µy/∂Rm). The signs of
the dipole derivatives and the orbitals involved in these excited
configurations are shown in Figure 5a. The coordinate axes and
the numbering of rings are shown in Figure 5b.

It is evident from the forms of the orbitals that the mixing of
theR9 f R12 configuration (with a positive value offy,s) induces
a change in the electronic structure of each ring in the pentacene
radical cation in the same way as the mixing of theR4 f R6

configuration in the naphthalene radical caiton. Short-range
charge flux is therefore generated by this mixing. In contrast,
by the mixing of theâ10 f â11 configuration (with a positive
value of fy,s), the population of the unpaired electron becomes
smaller in rings I and II and larger in rings IV and V. This
population change means that long-range charge flux is gener-
ated. The change in the electronic structure occurring in ring
III by the mixing of theâ10 f â11 configuration is rather difficult
to interpret. By considering the upper and lower halves of this
ring separately, it may be said that this electronic structural
change is similar to that induced by the mixing of theR9 f
R12 configuration. In this respect, short-range charge flux is
generated in ring III by the mixing of theâ10 f â11 configu-
ration as well as by the mixing of theR9 f R12 configuration.

In rings I and V, the dipole derivatives generated by the
mixing of theâ10 f â11 configuration are larger in magnitude
than those generated by the mixing of theR9 f R12 configu-
ration, although these two contributions partially cancel each
other. Therefore, the dipole derivatives∂µy/∂Rm in rings I and

Figure 4. The forms of orbitals 1-4, the occupation ofR and â
electrons in these orbitals, the electronic excitations involved in
intensity-generating configurations, and the signs of the dipole deriva-
tives generated by the mixing of these configurations calculated for
(a) structure A and (b) structure B of the benzene radical cation. (c)
The coordinate axes and the numbering of atoms defined for these
species.

TABLE 2: Contribution of the Mixing of Excited Electronic
Configurations to the Dipole DerivativesDµk/DRm (k ) y and
z, in Units of D Å-1) of the Benzene Radical Cation

∂µy/∂Rm ∂µz/∂Rm

coordinate total
â1 f â3

(18.8)a,b
R2 f R4

(7.3)a,c total
â1 f â3

(18.8)a,d

Structure A
R1 (C1C2 stretch) -0.750 -0.750 2.330 2.330
R2 (C2C3 stretch) 0.725 0.725 0.000 0.000

Structure B
R1 (C1C2 stretch) 2.105 1.371 0.734 0.000
R2 (C2C3 stretch) 1.891 2.650 -0.759 0.000

a The value offk,s (eq 11) in atomic units.b For structure B.c For
both structures A and B.d For structure A.
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V are mainly induced by the mechanism of long-range charge
flux. This result is consistent with that obtained in ref 16.

B. Biphenyl Radical Cation. As another type of species
made by connecting two benzene rings, over which electronic
and vibrational excitations are delocalized, the biphenyl radical
cation is selected as an example.

The forms of several important molecular orbitals of the
biphenyl radical cation (withD2h symmetry) are shown on the
left-hand side of Figure 6a. (Orbitals 4 and 5 are degenerate
for the present model Hamiltonian.) The coordinate axes,
together with the numbering of atoms and rings, are shown in

Figure 6b. It is derived from the symmetry of each orbital that,
among various C-type configurations, only theâ5 f â6 andR4

f R7 configurations are mixed into|g(Ey)〉, and only theâ3 f
â6, â1 f â6, R2 f R7, andR6 f R7 configurations are mixed
into |g(Ez)〉. Among these,fz,s is very small for theR2 f R7

configuration, andPij,s is zero for all the CC bonds for theR6

f R7 configuration. The dipole derivatives originating from the
mixing of the other four configurations are shown in Table 3.
The signs of the dipole derivatives (except those relevant to
the â1 f â6 configuration, for whichfz,s is small) are depicted
on the right-hand side of Figure 6a.

The forms of orbitals 5 and 6 in each ring of the biphenyl
radical cation are most similar to those of orbitals 2 and 3 of
the benzene radical cation structure A. However, theâ2 f â3

configuration is not mixed into|g(Ey)〉 in the benzene radical
cation because of theD2h symmetry of its structure. Theâ5 f
â6 configuration is mixed into|g(Ey)〉 in the biphenyl radical
cation because the+z side of each ring is not equivalent to the
-z side. In contrast, the change in the electronic structure
induced in each ring of the biphenyl radical cation by the mixing
of the R4 f R7 configuration is similar to that induced in the
benzene radical cation structure A by the mixing of theR2 f
R4 configuration. The signs of the dipole derivatives generated
in each ring of the former are also the same as those in the
latter. Therefore, these dipole derivatives are explained by the
mechanism of short-range charge flux.

As shown in Table 3, the dipole derivatives in the(zdirection
(∂µz/∂Rm) are almost totally generated by the mixing of theâ3

f â6 configuration. The forms of orbitals 3 and 6 shown in
Figure 6a indicate that the population of the unpaired electron
shifts toward ring II by this mixing (with a positive value of
fz,s). Consequently, the electric charge goes back and forth
between rings I and II as the vibration proceeds in a delocalized
vibrational mode consisting of the stretching of the C1C2, C1C3,
C4C6, C5C6, C8C10, and C9C11 bonds and the contraction of the
rest of the CC bonds except the C6C7 bond. This result indicates
that∂µz/∂Rm of the biphenyl radical cation are explained by the
mechanism of long-range charge flux.

It has been shown32 that strong electronic absorption bands
of the biphenyl radical cation are observed at 14 200 and 25 800
cm-1. These two bands arise from the 12B3u r 12B2g and 22B3u

r 12B2g electronic transitions, and both the 12B3u and 22B3u

electronic states contain large contributions from theâ3 f â6

and R6 f R7 configurations.33 In a previous study,34 it is
proposed that the vibronic interactions associated with both the
12B3u r 12B2g and 22B3u r 12B2g electronic transitions are
effective in generating dipole derivatives in the(z direction.
The result of the present study indicates that only theâ3 f â6

configuration is important in generating those dipole derivatives.
C. Perylene Radical Cation.As an example of PAH radical

cations extended in two dimensions, the case of the perylene
radical cation is discussed in this subsection.

Figure 5. (a) The forms of orbitals 9-12, the occupation ofR andâ
electrons in these orbitals, the electronic excitations involved in
intensity-generating configurations, and the signs of the dipole deriva-
tives generated by the mixing of these configurations calculated for
the pentacene radical cation. (b) The coordinate axes and the numbering
of rings defined for this species.

Figure 6. (a) The forms of orbitals 3-7, the occupation ofR andâ
electrons in these orbitals, the electronic excitations involved in
intensity-generating configurations, and the signs of the dipole deriva-
tives generated by the mixing of these configurations calculated for
the biphenyl radical cation. (b) The coordinate axes and the numbering
of atoms and rings defined for this species.

TABLE 3: Contribution of the Mixing of Excited Electronic
Configurations to the Dipole DerivativesDµk/DRm (k ) y and
z, in Units of D Å-1) of the Biphenyl Radical Cation

∂µy/∂Rm ∂µz/∂Rm

coordinate total
â5 f â6

(15.4)a
R4 f R7

(9.0) total
â3 f â6

(66.1)
â1 f â6

(2.7)

R1 (C1C2 stretch)-1.213 -0.766 -0.447 3.994 3.859 0.112
R2 (C2C4 stretch) 0.794 0.313 0.481-2.170 -2.107 -0.027
R3 (C4C6 stretch) 0.282 0.677-0.395 3.124 3.330-0.218
R4 (C6C7 stretch) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

a The value offk,s (eq 11) in atomic units.
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The dipole derivatives generated by the mixing of important
excited configurations are shown in Table 4 and in Figure 7a,
together with the forms of the molecular orbitals involved. The
coordinate axes and the numbering of atoms and rings are shown
in Figure 7c. The dipole derivatives in the(y direction (∂µy/
∂Rm) are mainly generated by the mixing of theâ6 f â10, â8 f
â10, andR7 f R11 configurations, and those in the(z direction
(∂µz/∂Rm) are mainly generated by the mixing of theâ9 f â10

configuration.
The signs of the dipole derivatives generated by the mixing

of the R7 f R11 configuration are most easily understood by
considering rings I and II as a group and rings IV and V as
another. By comparing the forms of the orbitals shown in Figure
7a with those in Figure 2a, it is seen that the change in the
electronic structure of each group occurring upon this mixing
is very similar to that induced in the naphthalene radical cation
by the mixing of theR4 f R6 configuration. The signs of the
dipole derivatives are also the same between these two cases.
Following the discussion given in section 4.A, these dipole
derivatives are explained by the mechanism of short-range
charge flux.

The above grouping of rings is also useful for understanding
the dipole derivatives generated by the mixing of theâ6 f â10

and â8 f â10 configurations. The change in the electronic
structure induced in each group of rings by the mixing of these
two configurations is most easily seen by taking a linear
combination of orbitals 6 and 8 with the ratio of 40:19,
considering that the two configurations are mixed into|g(Ey)〉
in this ratio as shown in Table 4 (as the values offy,s). The
form of this combined orbital and the signs of the generated
dipole derivatives (the sum of the contributions from theâ6 f
â10 andâ8 f â10 configurations) are shown in Figure 7b. It is
seen that the change in the electronic structure induced in each
group of rings by theâ6+8 f â10 excitation is similar to that
induced by theâ3 f â5 excitation in the naphthalene radical
cation. It is therefore considered, following the discussion given
in section 4.A, that (the fraction of) the unpaired electron goes
back and forth between rings I and II and between rings IV
and V as the vibration proceeds by the mixing of theâ6 f â10

andâ8 f â10 configurations in the perylene radical cation. The
change in the electronic structure of ring III induced by theâ6+8

f â10 excitation is explained in a different way. By comparing

TABLE 4: Contribution of the Mixing of Excited Electronic Configurations to the Dipole Derivatives Dµk/DRm (k ) y and z, in
Units of D Å-1) of the Perylene Radical Cation

∂µy/∂Rm ∂µz/∂Rm

coordinate total
â6 f â10

(40.3)a
â8 f â10

(18.9)
R7 f R11

(17.2) total
â9 f â10

(62.5)
â3 f â10

(2.8)
R5 f R11

(1.7)

R1 (C1C2 stretch) 2.013 1.540 -0.191 0.596 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
R2 (C2C3 stretch) -0.204 -0.356 0.685 -0.556 2.793 2.657 0.087 0.049
R3 (C3C4 stretch) 0.277 0.056 -0.435 0.680 -1.885 -1.777 -0.032 -0.075
R4 (C4C5 stretch) 1.670 1.756 0.263 -0.383 1.888 2.018 -0.149 0.018
R5 (C5C6 stretch) 1.121 0.091 0.674 0.392 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
R6 (C1C6 stretch) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
R7 (C5C12 stretch) -1.784 -1.139 -0.568 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

a The value offk,s (eq 11) in atomic units.

Figure 7. (a) The forms of orbitals 6-11, the occupation ofR andâ electrons in these orbitals, the electronic excitations involved in intensity-
generating configurations, and the signs of the dipole derivatives generated by the mixing of these configurations calculated for the perylene radical
cation. (b) The form of the linear combination of orbitals 6 and 8 taken with the ratio of 40:19, and the signs of the dipole derivatives generated
by the mixing of theâ6+8 f â10 configuration. (c) The coordinate axes and the numbering of atoms and rings defined for this species.
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parts a and b of Figure 7 with part b of Figure 4, it is noticed
that this electronic structural change is similar to that induced
by theR2 f R4 excitation in the benzene radical cation structure
B. Charge flux is therefore generated within ring III, and (the
fraction of) the unpaired electron goes back and forth between
the C5C12 and C7C20 bonds. Summarizing the above discussion,
it may be said that the dipole derivatives depicted in Figure 7b
are induced by the mechanisms of long-range and short-range
charge fluxes.

By contrast, the dipole derivatives in the(z direction (∂µz/
∂Rm) calculated for the perylene radical cation are reasonably
well explained by adopting a different way of grouping of
rings: rings I and IV connected by the C5C12 bond as one group,
and rings II and V connected by the C7C20 bond as another. By
comparing Figure 7a with Figure 6a, it is noticed that the change
in the electronic structure induced in each group of rings by
the â9 f â10 excitation is similar to that induced by theâ3 f
â6 excitation in the biphenyl radical cation. It is derived from
this similarity that the dipole derivatives in the(z direction in
both cases are generated by a common mechanism, i.e., by the
mechanism of long-range charge flux.

The above discussion demonstrates how the information
obtained for small molecules may be used in analyses of larger
molecules. It is expected that the electron-vibration interactions
in many large systems may be discussed by considering (groups
of) benzene rings as building blocks.

D. Biphenylene Radical Cation.Since biphenylene consists
of two benzene rings (connected by two CC bonds) arranged
side by side, as shown in Figure 8, one may guess that the dipole
derivatives of the CC stretches in the biphenylene radical cation
are similar to those in the naphthalene radical cation. However,

as shown below, the dipole derivatives are significantly different,
even in their signs, between the two cases because of the
difference in their electronic structures.

The forms of some important molecular orbitals of the
biphenylene radical cation are shown on the left-hand side of
Figure 8a. By comparing with parts a and b of Figure 4, it is
clearly seen that the SOMO of the biphenylene radical cation
is similar to that of structure B rather than structure A of the
benzene radical cation. By contrast, as noted in section 4.A,
the SOMO of the naphthalene radical cation is similar to that
of structure A of the benzene radical cation. In this respect, the
electronic structure is different between the radical cations of
biphenylene and naphthalene.

The important intensity-generating electronic configurations
and the dipole derivatives generated by the mixing of these
configurations are shown in Table 5 and on the right-hand side
of Figure 8a. The coordinate axes and the numbering of atoms
and rings are shown in Figure 8b. It is seen that dipole
derivatives in the(y direction (∂µy/∂Rm) are large and positive
for the C3C4 and C1C6 stretches (and negative for the stretching
of the symmetry related C7C12 and C9C10 bonds), and they
primarily originate from the mixing of theâ3 f â6 configuration.
The forms of the orbitals shown in Figure 8a indicate that the
unpaired electron goes back and forth between rings I and II as
the vibration proceeds by this mixing. The electronic structural
change induced by theR5 f R7 excitation is similar to that
induced by theR2 f R4 excitation in the benzene radical cation
structure B. The mixing of this excited configuration generates
short-range charge flux, but the dipole derivatives generated
by this mixing are small in magnitude as shown in Table 5. It
is therefore concluded that∂µy/∂Rm of the biphenylene radical
cation are primarily explained by the mechanism of long-range
charge flux.

Although∂µy/∂Rm of the naphthalene radical cation are also
induced mainly by the mechanism of long-range charge flux as
discussed in section 4.A, the signs and magnitudes of the
generated dipole derivatives are significantly different between
the two radical cations. In the case of the naphthalene radical
cation, the values of∂µy/∂Rm are large and positive for the C1C2

and C2C3 stretches and negative (but small) for the C3C4 stretch,
as shown in Table 1. However, in the case of the biphenylene
radical cation, the values of∂µy/∂Rm are large and positive for
the C3C4 and C1C6 stretches and small for the C1C2 and C2C3

stretches. The present analysis clearly shows that significantly
different dipole derivatives are calculated for these two cases
because their electronic structures are different.

The dipole derivatives in the(z direction (∂µz/∂Rm) of the
biphenylene radical cation are generated by the mixing of the
â5 f â6 andR3 f R7 configurations. However, the contributions
of these configurations partially cancel each other, resulting in
small values of∂µz/∂Rm as shown in Table 5 and Figure 8a.
This result is reasonable in that the electronic structure of each

Figure 8. (a) The forms of orbitals 3-7, the occupation ofR andâ
electrons in these orbitals, the electronic excitations involved in
intensity-generating configurations, and the signs of the dipole deriva-
tives generated by the mixing of these configurations calculated for
the biphenylene radical cation. (b) The coordinate axes and the
numbering of atoms and rings defined for this species.

TABLE 5: Contribution of the Mixing of Excited Electronic
Configurations to the Dipole DerivativesDµk/DRm (k ) y and
z, in Units of D Å-1) of the Biphenylene Radical Cation

∂µy/∂Rm ∂µz/∂Rm

coordinate total
â3 f â6

(42.6)a
R5 f R7

(17.1) total
â5 f â6

(16.1)
R3 f R7

(-8.7)

R1 (C1C2 stretch)-0.851 -0.131 -0.771 0.752 1.003-0.256
R2 (C2C3 stretch) 0.577-0.373 0.967-0.235 -0.529 0.311
R3 (C3C4 stretch) 2.937 3.780-0.808 0.000 0.000 0.000
R4 (C1C6 stretch) 3.476 2.682 0.692 0.000 0.000 0.000
R5 (C1C7 stretch) 0.000 0.000 0.000-0.057 -0.653 0.545

a The value offk,s (eq 11) in atomic units.
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ring in the biphenylene radical cation is similar to that of
structure B of the benzene radical cation, and no nonzero values
of ∂µz/∂Rm are calculated for the latter within the framework of
the present theory.

5. Conclusion
The conclusions obtained in the present study may be

summarized as follows. (1) For many charged conjugated
hydrocarbon species, good estimates of the dipole derivatives
(∂µk/∂Rm) of the CC stretches are obtained from the electric-
field-induced changes in bond orders (∂Im/∂Ek) calculated by
using the model Hamiltonian given in eqs 2-4. The model
Hamiltonian adequately describes the mechanisms that deter-
mine the signs and magnitudes of the dipole derivatives of the
CC stretches in charged conjugated hydrocarbon species. (2)
Becauseaiσ

†ajσ + ajσ
†aiσ appearing in eq 12 is a one-electron

operator, only the mixing of one-electron excited configurations
contributes to∂Im/∂Ek, and hence to∂µk/∂Rm, within the
framework of the present theory. (3) Although various one-
electron excited configurations|νs〉 are mixed into |g(E)〉,
contributions to∂µk/∂Rm from many configurations cancel each
other because of the pairing theorem. As a result, the dipole
derivatives of all the CC stretches of neutral species in the
ground electronic state are calculated to be zero by the present
model Hamiltonian. In the case of a univalent radical cation,
only the contributions from the C-type configurations (defined
at the beginning of section 4) remain after cancellation. (4) For
the molecules treated in the present study, the dipole derivatives
of the CC stretches are mainly generated by the mixing of a
few excited configurations. The analysis of the change in the
electronic structure occurring upon the mixing of each config-
uration and the dipole derivatives generated by this mixing
supports the concept of long-range and short-range charge
fluxes, which is introduced in ref 16 to explain the vibrational
motions responsible for strong IR intensities and the directions
of the dipole derivatives generated by those vibrations.

Because of the simplicity of the model Hamiltonian given in
eqs 2-4, the model Hamiltonian approach presented in this
paper may be applied to many large charged conjugated
π-electron systems. It is hoped that the present theory and the
results obtained for the examples given in section 4 will be of
help in obtaining insight into the nature of the electron-vibration
interactions in conjugatedπ-electron systems.
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